SPREAD JOY - NOT GERMS

FAMILY VISIT GUIDELINES
DuPage Care Center Fact Sheet on Visitation

Review the information below. DPCC may cancel visits with little or no notice based on a variety of reasons. Advance notice will be provided as able.

VISIT INFORMATION

- Two (2) visitor maximum. Visitors should be identified prior to the visit.
- Visitors must be 16 years or older. Sorry no pets inside the building.
- Wear a disposable surgical style mask for the duration of your time at DPCC. Cloth masks are not acceptable when inside the building.
- Visitors will be screened immediately prior to the visit and have their temperature checked.
- Visitors who have fever, symptoms, or have been in contact with others who have in the past 14 days will not be allowed to visit.
  - Symptoms include fever, exposure to fever, cough, nausea/vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, cold or flu, difficulty breathing, and other symptoms of COVID-19.
- Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to your visit time for screening and seating.
- Social distancing between other residents and visitors will continue.
- Unvaccinated residents will have outside visits only and social distancing will be required from their visitors as well.
- You may bring pictures to show or use a phone/tablet to make calls or take pictures.
- Visits could be supervised by staff.
- **Do Not** bring any items to give the resident during the visit. You may drop items off with the screening staff member, who will ensure that the items are delivered to the unit after the visit. **NO FOOD OR DRINKS!**
- Park in regular Visitor Parking on the south side of the building.
  - This is where you would park normally when visiting the facility.
  - Do not park in marked spots like Wellness Center, Clergy, or Physicians

IF YOU DEVELOP ANY SYMPTOMS OR TEST POSITIVE FOR COVID-19 WITHIN 3 DAYS OF YOUR VISIT - IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE DUPAGE CARE CENTER.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding visit guidelines, please contact Heidi Bohan at Heidi.Bohan@dupageco.org or 630-784-4240